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Abstract

A phenomenological explanation about the autoignition propagation under

HCCI conditions is developed in this paper. To do so, diffusive effects from

the burned zones to the fresh mixture, pressure waves based effects and

expansion effects caused by combustion are taken into account. Addition-

ally, different Damköhler numbers have been defined and evaluated in order

to characterize the phenomenon and quantify the relevance of each effect.

The theoretical explanation has been evaluated by means of chemilumines-

cence measurements performed in a Rapid Compression Expansion Machine

(RCEM), which allow to estimate the velocity of propagation of the autoigni-

tion front. The results showed that under HCCI conditions the autoignition

propagation is controlled, in general, by the pressure waves established in

the combustion chamber, since the characteristic time of the autoignition

propagation is too short to assume the absence of pressure gradients in the

chamber. Thus, the thermodynamic conditions reached behind the pressure
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wave promote the autoignition and explain the high propagation velocities

associated to the reaction front. Besides, the results also showed that the

contribution of diffusive phenomena on the propagation is negligible, since

the characteristic time of diffusion is too long compared to the characteristic

time of the autoignition propagation. Finally, the experimental measure-

ments showed that the autoignition propagation is affected by a really rele-

vant cycle-to-cycle variation. The turbulence generated by the combustion

has, by definition, an aleatory behavior, leading to random heterogeneity

distribution and, therefore, to somewhat random autoignition propagation.

Keywords: RCEM, chemiluminescence, autoignition propagation

1. Introduction, justification and objective1

New combustion modes based on autoignition under Low Temperature2

Conditions (LTC), such as Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI),3

Partially Premixed Compression Ignition (PPCI) and others, have shown to4

be a good solution to reduce pollutant emissions while keeping, or even im-5

proving, the engine efficiency [1]. However, new combustion strategies have6

shown different challenges to overcome before implementing these technolo-7

gies in commercial engines. On the one hand, the autoignition event is hardly8

controllable because of the absence of an ignition event (spark in SI-engines9

or injection in conventional CI-engines) [2]. On the other hand, the max-10

imum load is limited by the extremely high pressure rise rate that occurs11

in autoignition events, which leads to high level of noise and unacceptable12

mechanical strains [3].13

Sequential autoignition is an intrinsic phenomenon to these new combus-14
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tion modes. First, stratified charges have shown to be able to increase the15

operating load range in LTC CI-engines [4]. A reactivity gradient is induced16

by means of a direct injection process, leading to a sequential autoignition.17

Then, the existence of small heterogeneties caused by wall effects and heat18

losses under theoretically homogeneous conditions (e.g., HCCI conditions)19

lead to a reactivity gradient and, therefore, to a sequential autoignition [5].20

Several experimental and simulation works have been performed about21

the thermal stratification in autoignition studies [6], and not only under22

HCCI conditions, but also for the study of knocking in SI-engines [7] or for23

the study of noise [8].24

Sjöberg et al. [9] studied the role of the natural thermal stratification on25

the combustion duration and on the pressure rise rate experimentally in an26

HCCI engine and by simulation solving a multi-zone model in CHEMKIN.27

The authors found that natural thermal stratification generated by heat28

losses can explain the progressive pressure rise that is typical of this com-29

bustion mode. Furthermore, Bradley et al. [10] showed that a critical tem-30

perature gradient from which the autoignition propagation reaches acoustic31

conditions can be estimated, which is a concept also studied by Gu et al.32

[11].33

Moreover, Chen et al. [12] studied the effect of thermal stratification34

on H2 autoignition by means of direct numerical simulations. The authors35

found that autoignition propagation seems to be inversely proportional to36

5T for medium-to-low temperature gradients, while diffusive effects become37

relevant when5T increases. Besides, the ignition delay seems to be governed38

by the competition between accumulation of chain carriers and diffusion in39
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the different zones of the combustion chamber.40

Finally, Yoo et al. [13] studied the sequential autoignition of n-heptane by41

thermal stratification using direct numerical simulations (DNS). The authors42

showed that the ignition delay behavior with the temperature fluctuations43

changes depending on the mean temperature value and the NTC regime of44

the fuel. Thus, if fluctuations are increased, the ignition delay increases45

for a mean temperature lower than the NTC zone, while it decreased for46

a mean temperature higher than the NTC zone. For a mean temperature47

value within the NTC zone the ignition delay increases for small fluctuations48

but it decreased for large fluctuations. Furthermore, Yoo et al. also studied49

the effects of the turbulence timescale on the ignition. Thus, fast turbulence50

timescale homogenizes the mixture leading to a faster ignition propagation,51

while longer turbulence timescales are not able to homogenize the tempera-52

ture and the ignition propagation occurs mainly by deflagration. However,53

the effect of the turbulence timescales on the ignition delay is almost negli-54

gible compared to that of thermal stratification. Similar DNS studies have55

been performed by Bansal and Im [14]. However, analyses under engine-like56

conditions have to be carried out in order to understand the autoignition57

propagation phenomenon in a real engine.58

Chemiluminescence is a non-intrusive optical technique widely used in59

combustion diagnosis [15], which has shown to be able to describe the dif-60

ferent phases of the combustion process under HCCI conditions [16]. For in-61

stance, Dubreuil et al. [17] studied the global effect of the EGR on the HCCI62

combustion of n-heptane in a transparent single-cylinder diesel engine for two63

EGR rates for a certain equivalence ratio by means of OH∗ chemilumines-64
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cence. By observing cool and main flame emissions, the authors found that65

EGR delays and degrades the combustion phenomenon. They also proved66

that the natural emissions of combustion are sufficiently sensitive to allow67

the analysis of the combustion process. Finally, the authors observed that68

the increase of the EGR rate decreases the OH∗ radiation, which is linked69

to the reduction of the global combustion reactivity. This optical technique70

has been also widely used to study the heterogeneities that cause sequential71

autoignition. For example, Liu et al. [18] have used chemiluminescence to72

study the heterogeneities present in HCCI combustion under different in-73

jection strategies and cooling fluid temperatures, comparing their results to74

CFD calculations.75

In this study, the autoignition propagation under HCCI conditions is de-76

scribed from a phenomenological point of view. To do so, chemiluminescence77

measurements have been performed in a Rapid Compression Expansion Ma-78

chine (RCEM) using iso-octane and n-heptane, which are typical surrogate79

fuels for gasoline and diesel fuel, respectively. The velocity of propagation80

of the reaction front is experimentally obtained under different conditions of81

pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and oxygen mass fraction. Finally,82

different Damköhler numbers have been evaluated in order to characterize83

the phenomenon, which are theoretically explained in this paper.84

The structure of the paper is the following: first, the experimental fa-85

cilities involved in this study are described, as well as the methodological86

approach, which includes the post-processing procedure and the parametric87

study performed. Then, the phenomenological analysis of the autoignition88

propagation phenomenon is explained. Afterwards, the phenomenological89
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Figure 1: Schematic of the Rapid Compression Expansion Machine, including the optical

setup.

description is evaluated by means of OH∗ chemiluminescence experimental90

results. Finally, the conclusions of this study are shown.91

2. Materials and methods92

2.1. RCEM93

An RCEM is an experimental facility usually used in autoignition stud-94

ies due to its capability to reproduce the engine compression and expansion95

strokes under fully controlled initial and boundary conditions [19]. The ex-96

perimental results used in this investigation have been obtained by Desantes97

et al. [20] in a previous work, while the raw results have been re-processed98

in order to obtain data about the autoignition propagation. Therefore, a99

brief summary about the RCEM characteristics is presented in the following100

paragraphs, while a more detailed description about the experimental facility101

and the experimental methodology can be found in [20].102
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A schematic of the RCEM is shown in Fig. 1. The piston position and,103

thereby, the volume of the combustion chamber are measured by an AMO104

LMK102 incremental position sensor (0.01 mm of resolution). Besides, the105

in-cylinder pressure is measured by a Kistler 7061B cooled piezo-electric pres-106

sure sensor (-80 pC/bar of sensitivity), which is coupled to a Kistler 5011107

charge amplifier. Different Wika piezo-resistive pressure sensors are avail-108

able to control the filling of the combustion chamber (0.01 bar of resolution).109

The injection system is composed by a Siemens hollow cone piezo-injector110

with a cone angle of 90◦, the fuel delivery rate of which has been previously111

characterized with an IAV injection rate analyzer. The instantaneous sig-112

nals (including the control and synchronization signals, as for example the113

camera triggers) have been recorded at 100 kHz with a PC-based transient114

measurement recorder. The RCEM is filled from an external tank that can115

be heated up to 373 K. The synthetic EGR is produced in the tank by a116

filling based on partial pressures where N2, CO2 and O2 can be used, while117

its exact composition is checked in a Horiba PG-250 portable gas analyzer.118

In this study, EGR was considered as the products of a complete combustion119

reaction between the fuel and dry air in which the amount of oxygen is the120

one desired by the user, as explained in [21]. The combustion chamber is121

scavenged several times before the filling to avoid the contamination of the122

mixture by residual gases, while the fuel is directly injected into the com-123

bustion chamber at the beginning of the intake process to avoid problems124

of stratification. Besides, it has been checked in previous unpublished CFD125

calculations that the duration of the filling procedure (≈40 s) is enough to126

guarantee a homogeneous environment in the chamber when the compression127
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stroke starts.128

The experimentation piston is composed by a steel-made piston with a129

84 mm bore and a quartz-made bowl with cylindrical shape, 50 mm of bore130

and 2 mm in depth, which allows the axial optical access. The flat bowl131

ensures that the chamber is recorded without any image distortion, while a132

45◦ tilted mirror allows a direct view of the combustion chamber through the133

transparent bowl. A schematic of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 1. A134

12-bit LaVision HighSpeedStar 6 camera coupled to a LaVision HighSpeed135

IRO intensifier equipped with a 100 mm focal length f = 2 UV objective (by136

Bernhard Halle Nachfolger GmbH) were used for image acquisition. Addi-137

tionally, a 310 nm interference filter (FWHM=10 nm) was used to eliminate138

any additional radiation outside the OH∗ radical wavelength. An acquisition139

frequency of 30 kHz has been chosen in order to capture the combustion140

evolution. An exposure time of 33 µs and a rectangular image of 384x448141

pixels allow to see the whole window with a pixel/mm ratio of 6.89. The142

maximum exposure time has been selected in order to use lower gain values143

and, therefore, reducing the image noise.144

Thanks to the good repeatability of the ignition event, only 5 repetitions145

had to be performed for each operating condition to ensure representative146

measurements of the ignition delay. In fact, the semi-amplitude of the con-147

fidence interval with a level of confidence of 95% is smaller than 1% of the148

mean ignition delay value by performing 5 experiments per point. Specif-149

ically, the ignition delay in the experimental facility is defined as the time150

between the start of the rapid compression process and the instant in which151

the maximum pressure rise is obtained.152
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Figure 2: Processing sequence for raw image (a), geometrical mask (b), intensity mask (c)

and final image (d).

Finally, the in-cylinder average temperature profile is calculated for each153

experiment by applying the equation of state, while the heat release is ob-154

tained by the energy equation. Heat losses are characterized by a model based155

on the Woschni correlation [22], and the calculations include two additional156

models for deformations and leaks, both of them explained in [23, 24].157

2.2. OH∗ chemiluminescence imaging158

The raw images obtained by Desantes et al. [20] have been processed159

in the present study by an in-house developed routine in MATLAB. The160

processing algorithm starts calculating the maximum pixel intensity of each161

frame in order to determine the useful dynamic range of the image sequence.162

Then, a background noise level, Iback, is obtained by averaging 100 images163

where there is no presence of OH∗ luminosity. The probable error of the164

noise is calculated assuming a normal distribution of the noise radiation as165

γ = 0.6745σ, where σ represents the standard deviation. If the maximum166

pixel intensity of a certain image is lower than four times the probable error167

of the noise, the radiation belongs to noise and the image is not processed.168

The useful images are filtered by applying two masks, one based on the169
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window geometry and one based on the intensity of the radiation. Fig. 2-a170

shows a raw image in which reflections can be seen outside the window. A171

50 mm of bore geometrical mask (Fig. 2-b) is applied in order to discard172

the light reflected by the piston and cylinder walls. A second mask (Fig. 2-173

c) is designed using the maximum pixel intensity of each image, Imax, and174

the averaged background intensity Iback, obtaining the threshold as Iback +175

p(Imax − Iback), where p is a percentage. Thus, all the pixels the intensity176

of which is lower than this threshold are considered as noise. Finally, the177

filtered image excludes all the background noise and reflected light, as shown178

in Fig. 2-d.179

The velocity of propagation of the autoignition front is now calculated180

from the images. Desantes et al. [20] have shown that the OH∗ radiation181

can be outshined by the CO continuum radiation under HCCI conditions,182

so that the luminosity recorded in the experiments can belong to OH∗ or to183

CO depending on the combustion temperature. However, the position of the184

reaction front can be determined by both OH∗ or CO-to-CO2 radiation, since185

both are good tracers of the high temperature combustion [25]. Furthermore,186

since 2-D imaging is applied on a 3-D phenomenon, the radiation recorded187

by the camera is an integrated value of the whole volume and not a single188

first plane acquisition. Thus, the intensity gradients in the axial direction189

could have some effect on the filtering of the images to obtain the velocity190

of propagation, since small isolated high-intensity volumes could be ignored.191

Nevertheless, the existence of high-intensity single points is very unlikely192

under HCCI conditions.193

The velocity of propagation is obtained by averaging the perimeter incre-194
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Figure 3: Sequential autoignition caused by the cooled piezo-electric pressure sensor lo-

cated at the bottom of the cylinder head.
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ment between two consecutive images. The sequential autoignition is pro-195

moted by the temperature distribution in the combustion chamber, since the196

cooled piezo-electric pressure sensor leads to a cold spot at the bottom of the197

cylinder head, resulting in a hot spot at the top, which originates the igni-198

tion. Thus, the autoignition propagation occurs always from the top to the199

bottom side of the combustion chamber, as shown in Fig. 3 to the left. For a200

certain image, the reaction front, which is obtained avoiding isolated pixels,201

is filtered in order to easily obtain the normal distance between fronts for202

two consecutive images, as shown in Fig. 3 to the right. Thus, the velocity of203

propagation is calculated as uprop = d̄/∆t, where d̄ represents the averaged204

normal distance between two consecutive fronts.205

Finally, sensitivity analyses, the result of which can be seen in Appendix A,206

have shown that the propagation velocity does not depend on the percentage,207

p, used for filtering the images for values of p between 8% and 18%, which208

lead to approximately the same values of uprop. Specifically, p = 10% has209

been chosen in this study.210

2.3. CFD calculations211

A CFD dynamic simulation of the RCEM compression stroke under mo-212

toring conditions has been carried out in ANSYS Fluent in order to estimate213

the turbulent thermal diffusivity, the turbulent kinematic viscosity and the214

temperature gradients when the ignition occurs.215

The combustion chamber has been modeled in SolidWorks and the CAD216

model has been exported to ANSYS Fluent for its discretization. A non-217

conforming mesh is used, in which, after a grid size sensitivity analysis, the218

maximum cell size is kept to 1 mm for the gas core, while it is reduced219
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up to 0.5 mm near to the walls (∆r=2 mm) and in the bowl. The turbu-220

lence model applied in the simulations is the k-ε standard, while a constant221

time step equal to 3.3 · 10−5 s has been selected, which corresponds to a222

∆θ = 0.2 CAD. Finally, the initial and boundary conditions have been im-223

posed in order to replicate the RCEM behavior. The mesh is deformed in224

order to adapt the cells to the piston movement. The mesh deformation is225

obtained by means of the Dynamic Layering Method, in which both the split226

factor and the collapse factor are equal to 0.4.227

A RANS model assumption mainly affects the estimation of the temper-228

ature gradient, which defines the ignition delay gradient and, therefore, the229

chemical velocity of the autoignition front. Despite the fact that a RANS230

approach artificially model the turbulent fluctuations, Sjöberg et al. [9] ex-231

perimentally showed that the sequential autoignition under HCCI conditions232

is mainly controlled by the temperature gradients generated in the cham-233

ber by heat losses and wall effects. Therefore, the temperature fluctuations234

present in the turbulent micro-scale seem to have a minor role and their235

determination is not critical.236

A detailed description about these CFD simulations can be found in [26].237

2.4. Parametric study performed238

The performed experimental study, which can be seen in Table 1, was as239

follows:240

• Fuel: iso-octane and n-heptane.241

• Initial temperature (T0): 358K (only for n-heptane), 383K, 408K,242

433K and 458K.243
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• Initial pressure (P0): 1.4bar and 1.7bar.244

• Compression stroke: 249mm.245

• Compression ratio (CR): 15 and 17.246

• Oxygen mass fraction (XO2): 0.21 (0% EGR), 0.147 (30% EGR), 0.126247

(40% EGR) and 0.105 (50% EGR).248

• Equivalence ratio (Fr): from 0.3 to 0.8 depending on the fuel and on249

the oxygen mass fraction.250

The operating point (XO2=0.126, Fr=0.4) has been chosen as base point251

in order to be able to try more and less reactive mixtures without damaging252

the facility. Besides, it should be noted that the initial temperature is always253

above the boiling point of the fuel, ensuring that the fuel is in vapor phase254

before the beginning of the cycle.255

XO2 [-]

0.21 0.147 0.126 0.105

T0 [K]

358 0.4 0.4 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 0.4

383 0.4, 0.5 0.4

408 0.3, 0.4 0.3, 0.4 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8

433 0.4, 0.5 0.4

458 0.4 0.4 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 0.4

Table 1: Parametric study performed for pure n-heptane and iso-octane. Equivalence ratio

for different initial temperature values and oxygen molar fractions. Italic.- exclusively for

n-heptane. Bold.- exclusively for iso-octane.
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3. Theory and calculations256

A phenomenological model to explain the autoignition propagation, so257

called sequential autoignition or propagation of the reaction front, under258

HCCI conditions is described in this section. To do so, the combustion259

chamber is assumed to be composed by two different fluids, burned gases260

(indicated by the subscript b) and unburned mixture (indicated by the sub-261

script u). The burned fuel is calculated by means of the cumulated heat262

release and the reaction heat of the global combustion reaction. Thus, the263

amount of each compound can be obtained by solving a mass balance. First,264

the temperature of the unburned mixture is obtained assuming a polytropic265

evolution starting from the ignition point. Then, the temperature of the266

burned gases is obtained by solving an energy balance in the combustion267

chamber. Further details about this procedure can be found in [27].268

Different characteristic physical and chemical velocities are evaluated,

defining the following Damköhler numbers:

Da1 =
uprop − ub

ub
(1)

Da2 =
uprop − ub

a
(2)

Da3 =
uprop − ub
uTC

(3)

where uprop is the velocity of propagation of the autoignition front, which269

is an apparent chemical velocity experimentally measured while ub is the270

mean expansion speed of the burned gas. Thus, the combustion speed of the271

reaction front is equal to ucomb = uprop−ub. Besides, a =
√
γuRgTu represents272

the speed of sound, where γu is the adiabatic coefficient of the unburned gas,273
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Rg = R/MWu is the gas constant of the unburned gas (universal gas constant274

divided by the molecular weight of the unburned gas) and Tu is the unburned275

gas temperature. Finally, uTC represents the turbulent combustion velocity276

of a flame front dominated by diffusive effects.277

The dimensionless number Da1 relates the combustion velocity associated278

to the reaction front with the mean expansion speed of the burned gas.279

Thus, Da1 quantifies the relevance of expansion effects on the propagation280

velocity. If Da1 >> 1, the expansion of the burned gases caused by the281

pressure rise associated to the combustion process is negligible compared to282

the combustion velocity, which means that the propagation of the reaction283

front is controlled by the chemical kinetics of the mixture.284

The dimensionless number Da2 relates the combustion velocity associ-285

ated to the reaction front with the speed of sound. Thus, Da2 quantifies286

the relevance of pressure gradients in the chamber (pressure waves based287

phenomena). If Da2 << 1, pressure waves propagate much faster than the288

reaction front and constant pressure can be assumed in the chamber (null289

pressure gradients), otherwise, the existence of pressure waves has to be taken290

into account.291

The dimensionless number Da3 relates the combustion velocity associated292

to the reaction front with the turbulent combustion velocity obtained of a293

flame front dominated by diffusive effects. Da3 quantifies the relevance of294

diffusion on the autoignition propagation. If Da3 >> 1, the reaction front295

propagates much faster than a typical flame front, meaning that mass and296

thermal diffusion have no influence on the autoignition (diffusion phenomena297

are too slow), otherwise, the diffusion from the reaction front to the unburned298
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mixture has to be taken into account.299

The mean expansion speed of the burned gas, ub, is calculated from the300

variation of unburned mixture mass as follows [28]:301

ub =
Vu

γuPAf

dP

dt
(4)

where Vu is the unburned mixture volume and Af is the area of the reaction302

front. Since the ignition is promoted by a hot spot located at the top of303

the combustion chamber that acts as a spark, a spherical shape reaction304

front can be assumed, the volume of which is the volume of the burned305

gases (obtained from their mass and thermodynamic conditions, derived as306

explained above). Thus, the radius of the equivalent sphere is obtained from307

the burned volume, Vb, and the area of the reaction front is calculated from308

such equivalent radius:309

Af = 4π

(
3Vb
4π

)2/3

(5)

The turbulent combustion velocity, uTC , is calculated from the laminar310

burning velocity of a flame, uLC , using the Schelkin’s scaling law: uTC/uLC ∝311 √
1 + νT/ν ≈ 32, where νT/ν is the turbulent-to-molecular kinematic viscos-312

ity ratio, which is estimated at 103 at TDC by CFD calculations. Besides,313

the laminar burning velocity is calculated by means of the Metghalachi-Keck314

correlation for iso-octane [29]:315
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uLC =
(
0.2632− 0.8472 (Fr − 1.13)2

)( Tu
298

)2.18−0.8(Fr−1)

·

·
(

P

1.01325

)−0.16+0.22(Fr−1)

(1− 2.1YEGR)

(6)

where Fr is the working equivalence ratio, Tu is the temperature of the316

unburned mixture in K, P is the pressure in bar and YEGR is the mass317

fraction of the inert diluent (in case of working with synthetic EGR). Despite318

the fact that Eq. 6 has been experimentally validated only up to 50.7 bar and319

700 K, extrapolations can be performed to obtain estimators of the turbulent320

combustion velocity, since orders of magnitude of Da3 want to be obtained.321

Finally, the autoignition propagation velocity is assumed to be a chem-322

ical velocity controlled by the chemical kinetics of the mixture, i.e., by the323

ignition delay distribution in the combustion chamber. Thus, the velocity of324

propagation of the reaction front can be estimated as [30]:325

uchem =

(
dτ

dx

)−1
(7)

where τ represents the ignition delay under certain thermodynamic condi-326

tions and x represents the direction of propagation of the front (in this study,327

from the top to the bottom of the combustion chamber).328

The ignition delay is obtained for each ignition condition by means of329

chemical simulations in CHEMKIN. The Curran’s detailed chemical kinetic330

mechanism for iso-octane and n-heptane [31, 32], which consists of 1034331

species and 4238 reactions, has been solved in a homogeneous closed reac-332

tor (perfectly stirred reactor, PSR), which works with constant pressure and333
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uses the energy equation to solve the temperature temporal evolution. This334

mechanism has been widely validated versus experimental measurements in335

previous works [33, 34]. Ignition is defined as the instant at which the maxi-336

mum temperature rise rate occurs and the resulting ignition delays have been337

parameterized using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for minimizing the338

sum of the squares of the deviations. The least-squares curve fitting results339

in the following expressions for iso-octane (Eq. 8) and n-heptane (Eq. 9),340

respectively:341

τiso−oct = 6.2697 · 10−11P−0.504X−1.946O2
Fr−0.836exp

(
14940

T

)
(8)

τn−hep = 1.5931 · 10−6P−1.316X−1.637O2
Fr−0.548exp

(
8756

T

)
(9)

where the ignition delay, τ , is in seconds. P is the pressure in bar, Fr is342

the working equivalence ratio, XO2 is the oxygen molar fraction and T is the343

temperature in K. The fitting accuracy is shown in Appendix B.344

Assuming that the sequential autoignition is caused by the temperature345

gradient under HCCI conditions [9], the chemical velocity can be finally ob-346

tained as:347

uchem =

(
dτ

dT

dT

dx

)−1
=

(
−τ Ta

T 2

dT

dx

)−1
(10)

where Ta represents the activation temperature, which is equal to 14940 K348

for iso-octane and to 8756 K for n-heptane. Furthermore, the temperature349

gradient, dT/dx, has been estimated in -160 K/m by means of CFD calcu-350

lations.351
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Finally, the velocity ratio uchem/ucomb, where ucomb = uprop−ub is obtained352

from experimental measurements, as a way to evaluate the phenomenological353

description shown in this section and that will be discussed below.354

4. Results and discussion355

The results derived from this investigation are presented in this section.356

First, the experimental measurements are shown and analyzed, including357

trends and variability. Secondly, the phenomenological model described in358

Section 3 is applied and the relevance of the different phenomena involved in359

the autoignition propagation is discussed.360

4.1. Experimental measurements361

Fig. 4 shows the maximum combustion velocity of the autoignition front362

versus the maximum in-cylinder average temperature (Fig. 4 to the left) and363

versus the ignition time referred to TDC, ti − tTDC , (Fig. 4 to the right) for364

iso-octane (top) and n-heptane (bottom). Despite the fact that the reaction365

front propagation is controlled by the thermodynamic conditions reached at366

the instant of ignition, the ignition time is controlled by the successive ther-367

modynamic conditions reached during the ignition delay. Thus, for a certain368

engine configuration, the propagation velocity is mainly controlled by the369

ignition delay under constant conditions, τ , evaluated at the thermodynamic370

conditions of the ignition point. It can be seen that the higher the maximum371

temperature reached the faster the combustion velocity. However, earlier ig-372

nitions are not necessarily related to a faster propagation. The propagation373

velocity increases if the ignition is advanced for iso-octane, since the smooth374

NTC behavior of this fuel causes that the higher the reactivity (the earlier375
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the ignition), the shorter the ignition delay at the ignition conditions and the376

faster the autoignition propagation. Nevertheless, the strong NTC behavior377

of n-heptane (which is described in [21]) can lead to longer ignition delays378

at ignition conditions even if the global reactivity is increased (earlier igni-379

tions). Finally, Fig. 4 shows, in red, the effect of the equivalence ratio on the380

combustion velocity, while it shows the effect of the oxygen concentration in381

blue. It can be seen that the higher the equivalence ratio or the higher the382

oxygen content (the higher the reactivity under LTC conditions), the faster383

the propagation.384

The repeatability of the phenomenon has been studied in order to iden-385

tify if the variability of the results is caused by physical aspects or if it is386

promoted by the measurement methods. Thus, the semi-amplitude of the387

confidence interval with a 95% of level of confidence, µ, has been calculated388

for the maximum propagation velocity, uprop, for the corresponding pressure389

rise rate, dP/dt, and for the ignition delay, ti, as a way to evaluate the390

cycle-to-cycle variation. Fig. 5 shows the values of µ normalized by the av-391

eraged maximum propagation velocity, the averaged pressure rise rate, and392

the averaged ignition delay respectively, versus the ignition time referred to393

TDC, ti − tTDC , for both fuels. It can be seen that, while the ignition delay394

has a very good repeatability, the sequential autoignition shows very high395

variability. In fact, the mean value of µ/x̄ has been calculated for the prop-396

agation velocity, the pressure rise rate and the ignition delay, for iso-octane397

and n-heptane, the results of which are summarized in Table 2. This is an398

expected result, since the autoignition propagation is controlled by combus-399

tion, which is a source of turbulence and, therefore, which has a random400
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Figure 4: Maximum combustion velocity of the autoignition front. Left.- versus the max-

imum in-cylinder average temperature. Right.- versus the ignition time referred to TDC,
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behavior by definition. Moreover, the corresponding pressure rise rate shows401

the same repeatability than the combustion velocity, which means that such402

dispersion is intrinsic to the physical phenomenon and it is not caused by the403

post-processing. Moreover, Table 2 shows that the sequential autoignition404

of iso-octane has higher cycle-to-cycle deviation. As it has been explained405

above, iso-octane leads to more intense combustion events. Therefore, turbu-406

lence and the subsequent fluctuations of the local thermodynamic conditions407

are higher for this fuel, leading to poorer repeatability.408
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Iso-octane N-heptane

Averaged µ/x̄ Averaged µ/x̄

Propagation velocity, uprop 21.7% 13.7%

Pressure rise rate, dP/dt 19.2% 16.2%

Ignition delay, ti 0.468% 0.539%

Table 2: Repeatability analysis of propagation velocity, pressure rise rate and ignition

delay by means of the averaged value of µ/x̄ for iso-octane and n-heptane.

4.2. Application of the phenomenological model409

In order to describe the sequential autoignition by a chemical propagation410

velocity, the question is what are the thermodynamic conditions in front of411

the reaction front, i.e., what thermodynamic conditions should be used to412

evaluate Eq. 10. To do so, diffusive and pressure-based effects are quantified413

by means of different Damköhler numbers. Fig. 6, 7 and 8 show the three414

aforementioned dimensionless Damköhler numbers defined in Section 3. It415

can be seen that Da1 >> 1 for all cases, which means that, contrary to what416

occurs in spark-ignition engines, the propagation velocity of the reaction front417

is dominated and controlled by the chemical kinetics of the mixture. This418

is an expected result, since autoignition is characterized to be a chemically-419

controlled phenomenon.420

It can be seen in Fig. 7 to the left that Da2 = ucomb/a increases if the max-421

imum in-cylinder average temperature is increased, specially for iso-octane.422

Furthermore, Fig. 7 to the right shows that Da2 follows similar trends than423

the combustion velocity and the luminous area. Da2 > 0.75 is reached in424

most cases, meaning that pressure gradients in the combustion chamber have425
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to be taken into account.426

Fig. 8 shows the same behavior for Da3 = ucomb/uTC than for Da2. How-427

ever, Da3 > 4 for all cases, meaning that diffusive effects are too slow com-428

pared to the propagation of the reaction front. Thus, the influence of mass429

and thermal diffusion on the autoignition propagation can be neglected under430

the conditions tested in this investigation. In fact, a critical propagation ve-431

locity of a flame front controlled by diffusive effects can be estimated, so that432

propagation velocities higher than the critical one imply that diffusive effects433

can be neglected. To do so, the temperature distribution from the burned434

gas to the unburned mixture is estimated by means of the hybrid theory of435

laminar flame propagation developed by Zeldovich and Frank-Kamanetsky436

and published by Semenov [35]. From this expression, the critical propaga-437

tion velocity is estimated for the instant j taking into account the position438

of the reaction front at the instant j + 1 (from the propagation velocity ex-439

perimentally measured) and assuming a difference between the temperature440

reached at this position and the temperature far away from the front of 1%441

(∆T=0.01T∞) as follows:442

ucrit =

√
−αT

∆t
ln

(
0.01T∞
Tb − T∞

)
∈ (43− 55) [m/s] (11)

where αT represents the turbulent thermal diffusivity (estimated in 0.01 m2/s443

at TDC from CFD calculations) and ∆t is the experimental time step. Be-444

sides, Tb and T∞ represent the temperature of the burning gas and the tem-445

perature far away from the reaction front, respectively. ucrit belongs to the446

range from 43 to 55 m/s in the present study, which means that, regarding447
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Fig. 4, the reaction front propagates at T∞ and diffusive effects are negligible.448

Finally, it should be noted that T∞ has to be calculated from the temperature449

of the unburned mixture, Tu, taking into account the effect of the pressure450

waves generated in the chamber, as demonstrated by Da2.451

The chemical velocity that describes the autoignition propagation, uchem452

(Eq. 10), has to be evaluated taking into account the thermodynamic condi-453

tions reached in front of the reaction front, which are affected by the pressure454

waves generated by the sequential ignition. Thus, three different scenarios455

have to be considered, all of them described in Fig. 9:456

1. The incident pressure wave generated by the sequential ignition and457

the reaction front have the same propagation velocity. Therefore, the458

thermodynamic conditions used in Eq. 10 are the ones referred to the459

unburned mixture, as it is shown in Fig. 9 1.460

2. The incident pressure wave generated by the sequential ignition is faster461

than the reaction front, but the reflected wave is not fast enough to462

interact with the reaction front. Therefore, the thermodynamic condi-463

tions used in Eq. 10 are the ones behind the incident pressure wave as464

it is shown in Fig. 9 2.465

3. The incident pressure wave generated by the sequential ignition is faster466

than the reaction front and the reflected wave is also fast enough to467

interact with the reaction front. Therefore, the thermodynamic condi-468

tions used in Eq. 10 are the ones behind the reflected pressure wave as469

it is shown in Fig. 9 3.470

The intensity of the incident pressure wave has to be estimated in order to471

evaluate the three different scenarios described above. Fig. 10 shows the raw472
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Figure 9: The three different scenarios that can be present in the combustion chamber. 1.-

Reaction front and pressure front propagate together. 2.- The thermodynamic conditions

established in front of the reaction front are controlled by the incident pressure front. 3.-

The thermodynamic conditions established in front of the reaction front are controlled by

the reflected pressure front.

in-cylinder pressure, its spectrum, and the filtered pressure waves for a certain473

case. It can be seen that 2000 Hz seems to be a proper value to decouple474

the pressure waves from the averaged in-cylinder pressure measured by the475

piezo-electric sensor. Since the sensor is located near the liner, the maximum476

measured pressure wave will be assumed to be an estimator of the pressure477

behind the reflected wave. Thus, the incident wave is indistinguishable, since478

the reflected wave is generated just on the sensor. However, the propagation479

velocity of the incident wave, the propagation velocity of the reflected wave480

and the intensity of the incident wave can be obtained by means of the481

Rankine-Hugoniot equations, since the pressure behind the reflected wave482

and the pressure in front of the incident wave are measured, as explained in483

Appendix C.484

Fig. 11 shows the velocity ratio between the propagation velocities of the485

reaction front and of the incident pressure front. Points where uprop/uwave =486
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1, with a confidence interval with a level of confidence of 95%, are plotted487

in red, and the reaction front is assumed to propagate at the same velocity488

than the pressure front under these conditions. Thus, red dots in Fig. 11489

represent detonations while grey dots represent deflagrations. Furthermore,490

it should be noted that the propagation velocity of the reaction front cannot491

be higher than the propagation velocity of the pressure waves generated by492

the combustion event, since the reaction front itself promotes new pressure493

fronts. It can be seen that detonations are only present for n-heptane, which494

shows higher propagation velocities. Furthermore, calculations show that in495

this study all deflagrations are affected by the incident pressure wave gener-496

ated by the ignition but not by the reflected wave. Thus, the thermodynamic497

conditions (Pi,Ti) are the ones established in front of the reaction front for498

deflagrations and, therefore, the chemical velocity (Eq. 10) has to be evalu-499

ated using (Pi,Ti). In fact, the chemical velocity reaches values far away of500

the measurements if the pressure effects are not taken into account.501

Fig. 12 shows the uchem/ucomb ratio, where ucomb is obtained from the502

experimental results. It can be seen that most of the data are located in503

the interval [0.75, 1.25], which means that the autoignition propagation can504

be described by the chemical velocity affected by the incident pressure wave505

promoted by the sequential autoignition. It should be noted that incomplete506

combustion events as the ones that occurs during the expansion stroke lead507

to uchem/ucomb ratio near to zero. This can be caused by the complexity in508

measuring the velocity of propagation, since very low radiation is recorded509

for these experiments. Furthermore, the ignition delay, τ , is more difficult to510

be predicted under these low-reactive conditions, leading to unrealistic uchem511
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values. Finally, the high variability of the autoignition propagation phe-512

nomenon (Fig. 5) contributes also to obtain values for uchem/ucomb different513

from 1.514

5. Conclusions515

In this work a phenomenological explanation about the autoignition prop-516

agation under HCCI conditions is developed. Diffusive effects from the517

burned zones to the fresh mixture, pressure waves based effects and expansion518

effects caused by combustion have been taken into account for the determi-519

nation of the chemical velocity that describes the sequential autoignition.520

Besides, the relevance of each effect has been quantified by means of three521

different Damköhler numbers. Finally, the theoretical description has been522

compared to experimental propagation velocities obtained from chemilumi-523

nescence measurements in an RCEM.524

The following conclusions can be deduced from this study:525

• The maximum combustion velocity of the reaction front is controlled526

by the ignition delay, τ , evaluated at the ignition conditions, which is527

highly affected by the NTC behavior of the fuel. Thus, the earlier the528

ignition the faster the propagation of the reaction front for iso-octane,529

while a maximum of propagation velocity seems to occur near TDC for530

n-heptane.531

• The sequential autoignition is characterized by very high variability,532

since it depends on the local conditions established by the combustion533

process. This leads to low repeatability, since combustion is a turbulent534

phenomenon and, therefore, it has a local random behavior.535
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• The sequential autoignition under HCCI conditions can be described536

by a chemical velocity, which is controlled by the thermodynamic con-537

ditions established in front of the reaction front by the pressure waves538

generated by the combustion phenomenon. In fact, the characteristic539

time of the autoignition propagation is too short to assume the absence540

of pressure gradients in the combustion chamber.541

• On the one hand, expansion effects are negligible and, therefore, the542

measured propagation velocity and the combustion velocity of the re-543

action front are almost the same. On the other hand, the contribution544

of diffusive phenomena on the propagation is negligible, since the char-545

acteristic time of diffusion is too long compared to the characteristic546

time of the autoignition propagation.547
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Notation555

a Speed of sound

Af Area of the reaction front

b Referred to the burned gases

CAD Computer Aided Design

Crank Angle Degree

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CI Compression Ignition

CR Compression Ratio

Da1 Damköhler number referred to the expansion velocity

Da2 Damköhler number referred to the speed of sound

Da3 Damköhler number referred to the turbulent combustion ve-

locity

DNS Direct Numerical Simulation

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation

556
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Fr Working equivalence ratio

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

HCCI Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition

i Referred to conditions behind the incident pressure wave

Iback Luminous intensity of the background noise

Imax Maximum pixel intensity of a certain image

LTC Low Temperature Combustion

M Mach number

MW Molecular weight

NTC Negative Temperature Coefficient

p Percentage of luminous intensity to design the threshold that

filters the images

P Pressure

P0 Initial pressure

PPCI Partially Premixed Compression Ignition

PRF Primary Reference Fuels

PSR Perfectly Stirred Reactor

r Referred to conditions behind the reflected pressure wave

R2 Pearson’s coefficient of determination

RCEM Rapid Compression-Expansion Machine

SI Spark Ignition

T Temperature

T0 Initial temperature

557
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TDC Top Dead Center

ti Ignition delay under transient conditions

u Referred to the unburned mixture

ub Expansion velocity of the burned gases

uchem Chemical velocity

ucomb Combustion velocity of the autoignition front

uLC Laminar combustion velocity

uprop Propagation velocity of the autoignition front

uTC Turbulent combustion velocity

uwave Propagation velocity of the pressure front

Xj Molar fraction of the species j

Yj Mass fraction of the species j

αT Turbulent thermal diffusivity

γ Adiabatic coefficient

µ Semi-amplitude of the confidence interval with a 95% of level

of confidence

ν Laminar kinematic viscosity

νT Turbulent kinematic viscosity

τ Ignition delay under constant conditions of pressure and

temperature

558
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559

Appendix A. Sensitivity analysis of the effects of filtering on the560

computed propagation velocity561

A sensitivity analysis about how the propagation velocity is affected by562

the filtering of the images has been performed. Each raw image is filtered563

by applying a filter that is designed using the maximum pixel intensity of564

the image, Imax, and the averaged background intensity Iback, obtaining the565

threshold as Iback + p(Imax − Iback), where p is a percentage. Thus, if the566

intensity of a certain pixel is lower than the threshold, this radiation is as-567

sumed to belong to the background noise and the intensity of the pixel is568

moved to zero.569

The reaction front obtained from the images can be modified by chang-570

ing the percentage, p, used in their filtering. Therefore, different thresholds571

will lead to different propagation velocities, which are obtained by means572

of the normal distance between reaction fronts of two consecutive images.573

Fig. A.13 to the left shows the propagation velocity evolution during the se-574

quential autoignition process for T0=408K, P0=1.4bar, CR=15, XO2=0.126575

and Fr=0.5, for six different values of p. It can be seen that the maximum576

propagation velocity can significantly change depending on the selected value577

of p. In fact, Fig. A.13 to the right shows the maximum propagation velocity578

for the six p values. It can be deducted from the figure that p should be579

properly selected to avoid unsuccessful results.580

On the one hand, too high p values lead to a very severe filtering, which581

affects the low intensity images in a greater extent. Thus, if two consecutive582
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Figure A.13: Propagation velocity for T0=408K, P0=1.4bar, CR=15, XO2
=0.126, Fr=0.5

and six different values of p. Left.- Propagation velocity evolution. Right.- Maximum

propagation velocity.
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Figure A.14: Processed images for the maximum propagation velocity shown in Fig. A.13.

Three different p values are evaluated: 5%, 10% and 20%.
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images with a different level of intensity are filtered using a too high p value,583

the lighted area will be further reduced in the darker image, resulting in a584

higher distance between perimeters and, consequently, in a higher propaga-585

tion velocity. On the other hand, too low p values lead to a very smooth586

filtering, which can result in the existence of background noise in the images.587

The higher the radiation intensity, the higher the level of noise. Therefore,588

the filter threshold should depend on the difference between the maximum589

pixel intensity and the background noise intensity (Imax − Iback), as occurs590

with the one used in this investigation. However, too low p values lead to an591

insensitivity of the threshold to the maximum pixel intensity. Thus, images592

that had been previously considered as noise can be used for the evaluation593

of the propagation velocity, leading to unexpected results. This fact is de-594

scribed in Fig. A.14, in which the images that correspond to Fig. A.13 to the595

right are plotted for p values of 5%, 10% and 20%.596

Values of p between 8% and 18% lead to approximately the same values597

of the propagation velocity. Specifically, p = 10% has been chosen in this598

study. It should be noted that p can take a constant value, since the effect599

of the maximum pixel intensity of each image is taken into account in the600

definition of the threshold. Therefore, despite the fact that a constant p value601

is used, the filter is based on the used dynamic range of each image.602

Appendix B. Validity of τ correlations603

Ignition delays from the Curran’s detailed chemical kinetic mechanism604

for iso-octane and n-heptane have been parameterized using the Levenberg-605

Marquardt algorithm for minimizing the sum of the squares of the deviations.606
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The least-squares curve fitting results in the following expressions for iso-607

octane (Eq. B.1) and n-heptane (Eq. B.2), respectively:608

τiso−oct = 6.2697 · 10−11P−0.504X−1.946O2
Fr−0.836exp

(
14940

T

)
(B.1)

τn−hep = 1.5931 · 10−6P−1.316X−1.637O2
Fr−0.548exp

(
8756

T

)
(B.2)

where the ignition delay, τ , is in seconds. P is the pressure in bar, Fr is609

the working equivalence ratio, XO2 is the oxygen molar fraction and T is the610

temperature in K.611

The following range of operating conditions was tested for the validation:612

• Temperatures from 830 to 1400 K.613

• Pressures from 40 to 165 bar.614

• Equivalence ratios from 0.3 to 0.8.615

• Oxygen molar fractions from 0.105 to 0.21.616

Fig. B.15 shows the simulated ignition delays versus the ones obtained617

by means of Eqs. B.1 and B.2 for all the ignition points and both fuels. The618

line y = x, which represents a perfect match between values, has been also619

plotted in the figure. Finally, the Pearson’s coefficient of correlation, R2, has620

been calculated and its value has been added to the figure. It can be seen621

that the matching between simulations and correlations is pretty good in the622

range of thermodynamic conditions of interest.623
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Figure B.15: Ignition delays from chemical simulations with CHEMKIN versus ignition

delays from Eqs. 8 and 9

Appendix C. Estimation of the pressure wave intensity624

The intensity of the incident pressure wave cannot be measured by the in-625

cylinder piezoelectric pressure sensor because it is located near the cylinder626

liner. Thus, a reflected wave is generated nearly at the same time that the627

incident wave reaches the sensor. Therefore, the maximum measured pressure628

wave is assumed to be an estimator of the pressure behind the reflected wave,629

and the intensity of the incident wave, which is indistinguishable because the630

reflected wave is generated just on the sensor, has to be estimated.631

To do so, the following system of equations based on the Rankine-Hugoniot

equations has to be solved:

Pr

Pi

=
2γiM

2
r − (γi − 1)

γi + 1
(C.1)
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Pi

Pu

=
2γuM

2
i − (γu − 1)

γu + 1
(C.2)√

1 +
2(γi − 1)

(γi + 1)2

(
γiM2

i −
1

M2
i

− (γi − 1)

)
=
Mi − 1/Mi

Mr − 1/Mr

(C.3)

where the subscript u refers to the unburned mixture, i refers to the ther-632

modynamic conditions behind the incident pressure wave and r refers to633

the thermodynamic conditions behind the reflected pressure wave. Besides,634

M = u/au is the Mach number of the pressure wave, which relates the veloc-635

ity of the wave to the speed of sound of the mixture in front of the wave (i.e.,636

under the conditions of the unburned mixture). Thus, the Mach number637

of the incident wave, Mi, the Mach number of the reflected wave, Mr, and638

the pressure behind the incident wave, Pi, have to be calculated, while the639

pressure of the unburned mixture, Pu and the pressure behind the reflected640

wave, Pr, are measured by the piezoelectric sensor.641

Finally, the temperature behind the incident pressure wave can be ob-

tained as follows:

Ti
Tu

=
Pi

Pu

(γu − 1)M2
i + 2

(γu + 1)M2
i

(C.4)
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